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Ottawa Centre, Royal Astronomical Society of Canada

The Ottawa Centre is one of twenty Centres comprising the Royal 
Astronomical Society of Canada -  an organization dedicated to the 
advancement of astronomy and allied sciences. The society dates back to 
1868, and acquired its present name in 1903; the Ottawa Centre was the 
second established, in 1906.

Membership is open to anyone interested in astronomy. The Ottawa 
Centre has a number of facilities which are available to members. The 
Indian River Observatory houses an excellent 16-inch telescope, as well 
as a 10-inch instrument and a large radio telescope. All of the equipment 
was built by members.

The Ottawa Centre also operates a comprehensive astronomical library. 
Several hundred books are available to members at no charge.

Members of the RASC receive the society’s renowned yearbook, the 
Observers’ Handbook, as well as the bi-monthly Journal and the 
National Newsletter. Members of the Ottawa Centre also receive this 
publication, Astronotes, which serves to keep the membership informed 
about upcoming events, recent astronomical observations, and members’ 
activities. Membership in the Ottawa Centre costs $25 for regular 
members, or $15 for junior members (under 18 years).

People interested in joining the Ottawa Centre can do so at any meeting. 
Observers’ Group meetings are held regularly at 8:00 pm on the first 
Friday of each month, in room 3001 of the NRC building at 100 Sussex 
Drive. Additional Centre Meetings with guest lecturers are announced as 
they are scheduled.

No Astronotes Next Month. Articles for July are due by June 27.
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EVENT HORIZONS Sandy Ferguson

Note that this list includes May and June since Astronotes will not be 
published in June. For more information on the upcoming star nights, 
please see the article below.

May 10 Junior Astronomers Club -  NMST (Last meeting of season).

May 13/14 M embers’ Star night -  IRO. A night for introducing new 
members to the observatory, and for everyone to get together and 
enjoy the heavens.

May 18 Ecole M ariault Star Night -  Telescopes needed!

May 21 Public Star Night -  at St. Mark’s High School.

June 3 Observers’ Group Meeting -  Instrumentation Night Bring out
your favorite instrument, unusual accessory, or latest creation!

July 8 Observers’ Group Meeting. IMPORTANT: Note this is the
second Friday o f July as the first Friday is Canada Day.

July 15/16 Annual Picnic -  Location to be announced.

Aug. 5/6 Starfest ’88 -  The annual camping/observing weekend hosted by
the North York Astronomical Association. Located at Mount Forest 
near Guelph, Ontario. Plan to attend!

Aug. 12/13 53rd Stellafane Convention -  Amateur telescope maker’s
convention in Springfield, Vermont.

STARNIGHTS! STARNIGHTS! STARNIGHTS! Sandy Ferguson

Telescopes Needed -  May 18

Our group has been asked to present a starnight for approximately 200 students and 
their families of Ecole Mariault on the evening of Wednesday, May 18th. Ecole 
Mariault is located at 1345 Nutting Hill Avenue (in the Bank Street/Walkley Road 
area) and the evening will commence with a slide presentation around 8:30 p.m. and 
follow with an observing session in the school yard for about an hour. The students are 
in the kindergarten to grade 8 bracket.

We will be needing as many telescopes as we can muster for a crowd this size, so if you 
are willing to help out by bringing your scope and your knowledge, please contact 
Sandy Ferguson (591-3018) or David Monoogian (827-4260).
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Members’ Starnight -  May 14th

This year’s first starnight for RASC members will be held at our Centre’s Indian River 
Observatory on Saturday, May 14th, starting at dusk. This will give new members a 
chance to see the facility and observe through the 16" and other scopes that members 
will have there. Dress warmly (it’s not summer yet...) and bring your coffee or cocoa. 
The traditional carrot cake will be there! Any questions, please contact David or 
myself. Map to IRO can be found elsewhere in this issue.

Public Starnight -  May 21st

Our first public starnight of the year will be held at St. Mark’s High School on 
Saturday, May 21st. The school is located on the southwest comer of the intersection of 
Regional Road 8 and Limebank Road, near Manotick. Limebank Road runs along the 
western boundary of the airport. As the event will be publicized in the media and we 
can expect a sizeable crowd if it’s a good night, any members who can volunteer their 
time and scope would be most welcome.

INTERNATIONAL ASTRONOMY DAY 1988 Sandy Ferguson

April 23rd found a number of Ottawa Centre members celebrating 
Astronomy Day at the Hazeldean Mall in Kanata. Our display tables 
were set up and attracted a lot of interest from Saturday shoppers who 
dropped by to talk astronomy and look at the various telescopes we had 
set up in our area. A few of the droppers-by were former members of the 
RASC from many years ago and were delighted to see us. We’re hoping 
they’ll be back! Focus Scientific also provided a number of scopes, 
which were set up nearby and manned by Kyle Nunas. Also joining us 
with their own display were the Junior Astronomers from the National 
Museum of Science and Technology. They provided information on 
their group and managed to get a number of youngsters interested in 
joining them in the fall. Kirsten Weisz brought along her "planetarium" 
made from a black paper covered can with a light bulb arrangement 
inside, which showed constellations as it shone through the pin hole 
patterns.

As in previous years, the weather didn’t cooperate (it poured rain most of 
the day) and our plan to set up the solar scope in the Mall parking lot fell 
through. We also had to cancel the public starnight which was to be held 
at D. Aubrey Moodie Intermediate School in Bells Comers. So, although 
we had a very well-received mall display, the weather prevented us from 
having a completely successful Astronomy Day.

It’s a lot of work organizing and carrying out Astronomy day festivities 
and those members who helped deserve a clap. So, many thanks to Max 
Stuart, Kyle Nunas, Doug George and Kirsten Weisz for manning tables;
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Gary and Roseanne Mussar, Derek Macleod, Mercedes Pelayo and Linda 
and Matthew Meier for dropping by to offer encouragement; Damien 
Lemay for the loan of his display panel; David Monoogian for the loan 
of the tables and for all his help with organizing; the new Observers’ 
Group member who provided us all with freshly roasted mixed nuts, but 
ran off too quickly to provide us with his name; and special thanks to 
Robin Molson who, on extremely short notice, was sent all over town 
with his van to pick up and deliver.

See you all again next year!

NOVAE AND SUPERNOVAE Damien Lemay

Historically, stars which suddenly brightened to naked-eye visibility and 
disappeared only a couple of weeks or months later have been given the 
name " novae", which means "new" in Greek. After the invention of the 
telescope it has been found that these stars are not really new -  they 
increase their brightness by a range of 8 to 19 magnitudes.

With the emerging astrophysics a few centuries ago, two of the early 
explanations proposed were collision of two stars and the passage of 
stars through a nebula, which would generate a phenomena similar to 
meteors, but on a much more grand scale. The first one was soon 
rejected, because the frequency of novae is too large compared to the 
probability of collision, given the very large distances between the stars. 
As for the second explanation, if nebulae of the required density existed, 
they would be visible in large telescopes.

It is estimated that 20 to 30 stars per year undergo the novae 
phenomenon in a galaxy the size of our Milky Way. Some of these are 
found by amateurs, mostly variable star observers, who can easily 
identify the intruders by comparison with the variable star charts they 
use.

Data accumulated from the observation of many such stars have revealed 
two classes of novae, namely slow and fast novae. In the first case, the 
maximum is attained in about three days, whereas it takes 10-15 days for 
the other type. The reason for the difference is not well understood, 
however, spectroscopic observations have shown that all novae are part 
of binary systems. The best model explaining the behavior of these 
objects is that one of the components of the binary system is a compact 
body on the surface of which accumulates hydrogen lost from a close, 
giant companion. The compact object is likely to be a white dwarf, 
which is believed to be the destiny of most stars after they have evolved
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toward the end of their life. When enough gas has accumulated, it is 
ignited explosively, generating a large increase in brightness. It has also 
been found that some novae are recurrent and the larger the period 
between the outbursts, the larger the brightness change. These findings 
fit well with the above-described model. Given that, the question arises if 
all novae are recurrent. Long term monitoring will answer this question.

During 1885 a new star, S Andromedae, attained 6th mag. near the core 
of M31. This event attracted further interest later, when it was noticed 
that the star was not visible in the large telescopes of that time. 
Astronomers reasoned then that the novae was from M31 itself, but in 
that case, in order to attain visual mag. 6, the star had to be 
extraordinarily brighter than an average nova, i.e. supernova. Continuing 
the precedent reasoning, it was suggested to observe clusters of external 
galaxies in order to see if more of these elusive supernovae existed. 
Indeed they do, and it has now been established that there are about three 
supernovae per 1000 years in a galaxy the size of ours, and at maximum 
they are roughly 10 mag. (10,000 times) brighter than novae. Further 
work has identified that there are two types of stars which go 
supernovae. There are stars of a few solar masses which reach the end of 
their lives after many billions of years, producing Type I supernovae. 
There are also massive stars of more than ten solar masses, which bum 
their hydrogen reserve at a very fast rate with the net result that their 
lives are comparatively short, i.e. only some millions of years, and they 
end up as Type II supernovae. The latter are about 1.5 mag. less bright 
than Type I.

The model to explain supernova is similar for both Type I and Type II, 
except that the progenitors have had a different lifestyle. Because the 
core of the star can no longer generate the energy to handle the pressure 
of the above layers, it collapses on itself and the enormous quantity of 
gravitational energy generated breaks up the star and the small core 
remnant is a neutron star. As for the material ejected, after it has spread 
enough, it becomes visible in the form of a nebula. The Veil Nebula as 
well as Ml, the Crab Nebula, are examples of such nebulae visible in 
amateur instruments.

During the last millennium, the following supernovae have been 
observed:

Lupus 1006 Taurus (M l) 1054
Tycho’s Star 1572 Kepler’s Star 1604
Shelton’s Star 1987
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omcon
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES • 
SPOTTING TELESCOPES • OPTICS • 
BINOCULARS • ACCESSORIES

10" NEWTONIAN $1695
6” NEWTONIAN 699
80mm REFRACTOR 699
4" NEWTONIAN 329
ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION!

DRIVE CORRECTORS 89
PLOSSLS FROM 79

FOCUS SCIENTIFIC (1975) LTD.
596 RIDEAU ST. OTTAWA 

FOCUS SCIENTIFIC 
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING

CALL BETWEEN 10 AM AND 6 PM 236-7767
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B+L4000 695

WE WILL COMPETE WITH ANY 
SIMILAR OFFER FROM 
CANADIAN SOURCES
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CONFESSIONS OF A METEOR MANIAC Les MacDonald

When I picked up the phone about two months ago and heard Fred 
Lossing’s voice, I recognized him immediately, even though I had 
neither heard nor seen him for ten years or more. University studies, 
family life and the perils of earning a living had somehow pushed my 
thoughts on the Observers’ Group into the mists of time. This surprise 
assignment for Astronotes allowed me to take a nostalgia trip through 
my basement in search of photos and papers to jog my memory. How 
much I had forgotten! What fun we had!

My first close encounter with the Ottawa Centre of the RASC arose out 
of a Saturday night visit to the Dominion Observatory. It must have been 
in the fall of 1962, when I was fourteen. The astronomer on duty 
suggested I drop in on their meeting in the Geophysical Lab and I met 
two other boys (Dan Brunton and Peter MacKinnon) who seemed to 
belong to the group. I recall being somewhat awed at first by the level of 
the discussion, notably during a learned discourse by a certain Dr. 
Lossing on some finer point of stellar physics. It was a feeling I 
gradually overcame as I became a "regular", but one which came back to 
me when, after a long absence from the Centre, I heard a 12 year old boy 
give a very impressive talk on -  I think it might have been quasars or 
black holes -  and then heard him cross cosmological swords with a girl 
of about the same age.

This teenage discovery of the RASC changed what had been for me 
largely a solitary activity into more of a social passion. Perhaps that is 
why I found meteor observing to be the most fun, something like group 
camping. The group of meteor observers to which I belonged -  "The 
Queensway Terrace Group", as we called ourselves -  began the 
August before we learned about the RASC, with neighbourhood friends, 
Joe Dafoe, Brian Houlihan and Rick Lavery. As much as anything else, 
it was a novel excuse to sleep out in the back yard. From the first night, 
however, the excitement of waiting for the next Perseid meteor to zip 
across the stars had us hooked. For at least the next decade, we became 
meteor junkies, braving even the coldest December nights so as not to 
miss the spectacular fireball which could have split open the sky that 
very next second.

At the monthly RASC Observers’ Group meetings we were surprised to 
learn that there were otherwise quite sensible and mature adults who also 
watched meteor showers. Comet and Meteor Coordinator, Stan Mott, 
introduced us to NRC’s visual meteor program and helped arrange 
several visits to the Springhill Meteor Observatory, which we 
immediately came to view as heaven-on-earth for meteor observers, and
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the model for all our future attempts to perfect our organization, 
equipment and techniques. Within months, we had fashioned crude and 
inexpensive adaptations of the Springhill meteor coffins and cobbled 
together out of Meccano parts and elastic bands, the first of three 
automatic meteor cameras. Participation in the NRC meteor program 
gave us a sense of mission and the incentive to extend our observing 
beyond the major showers of summer into the long, crisp winter nights 
when four or five sightings an hour was a respectable average. Along 
with dozens of other North American meteor observing groups, we 
were -  so Peter Millman’s annual "Meteor News" in the RASC Journal 
assured us -  providing valuable data on the density of meteoric 
material for the US space program. Every year, we eagerly checked 
"Meteor News" to see who was the most dogged of them all. Usually it 
was a fellow in California -  Fred Weyburn, I think it might have 
been -  and we always wondered what he did for a living, that allowed 
him to sit up 200-odd nights of the year.

It wasn’t long before an up-start group from Hillcrest High School 
threatened our preeminence in this cloudy realm north of the US border. 
We dubbed them the "Peter Ryback Group" -  after their 
ringleader -  and took delight in observing more nights, seeing more 
meteors, being more scientific and encouraging defections from the 
ranks. As we began reporting our activities at the Observers’ Group 
Meetings, many members around our age started making the long bus 
journey from all parts of town to the west end. Peter MacKinnon, Rick 
Salmon, Dan Brunton, Peter Janega, Larry Moran, Steve Craig, Rene 
Blanchette, Doug O’Brien, Ken Armstrong and Barry Madore were 
among the regulars of a larger number who came to drink hot soup and 
strong coffee over a Coleman stove, and keep my Mom, Dad and sister 
awake at all hours of the night by shouting "TIME!". One experiment 
with WWII electric flying suits as a means of keeping warm ended with 
Ken Armstrong charging around the yard with the seat of his pants on 
fire!

The inevitable march of street lights into Queensway Terrace during the 
mid-1960’s finished that neighbourhood as our meteor observing site. 
Until then, the city glow in the East had allowed stars of about mag. 5.5 
to be visible. Offending porch lights were routinely taken care of by our 
Midnight Skulker, Joe Dafoe, who stalked each one, silently removing it 
from view with a sleeping bag cover, then reversing the process during 
morning twilight. But Joe drew the line at street lights, forcing us to look 
to new territory for an observing site.

The marriage of convenience of the Observers’ Group with the Shirley’s 
Bay Astronomy Club, orchestrated by Doug Ross, could not have come
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at a better time for us. The Defence Research Board (later known as 
Communications Research Centre) opened up a whole new era for 
meteor observing just when several members of the group had acquired 
driver’s licences and nocturnal access to cars. The Quiet Site brought 
meteor and telescopic astronomy back together, as both could easily be 
carried on by the same individuals on the same night, while Doug 
O’Brien took advantage of the 20-foot dish antenna to add radio 
astronomy. I like to think of those years (1967 to about 1971) as the 
golden age for meteor observing. With a high-pressure audio-visual 
presentation, we emptied about $150.00 from all pockets of an 
Observers’ Group Meeting and built pre-fab meteor coffins at the 
Blackburn Hamlet Magnetic Lab where Peter MacKinnon and Rick 
Lavery had summer jobs. We then trucked the parts out to Quiet Site and 
finally built the meteor observatory we had dreamed of since visiting 
Springhill.

Freed from the constraints of suburban backyards, the cast of characters 
then gets longer than my uncertain memory. Meteor observing became 
an initiation rite for young new members of the Observers’ Group. Ken 
Hewitt-White (just out of hospital and minus his appendix) was put to 
work digging a hundred yards of trenches for co-axial cable to link the 
radio dish with the observing hill. Not satisfied with trenches, Ken and 
Dave Patterson built concrete telescope piers for "Bertha" and other 
telescopes, until it was no longer safe to stroll around the observing hill 
at night with one’s eyes on the radiant. Doug O’Brien’s flair for 
electronics ensured that everything had to be wired up to everything else. 
On a good night, it seemed that the whole "QS" beeped and hummed and 
glowed. Our friends at DRB secured a small instrument van to house our 
combined headquarters, kitchen, sleeping quarters, and entertainment 
area during the many hours spent waiting for clear skies. During major 
showers we would camp for several days at a time, until the diet of 
canned food and lack of shower facilities caused an epidemic of the 
"Quiet Site blahs".

Until the Quiet Site era, Ottawa meteor observing (aside from Springhill) 
had been largely a male adolescent activity. From 1968 on, Debbie 
Wood, Cathy Hall, Sylvia Wake, Lyndsey Davis and Holly Allen were 
among the girls who added a new dimension to meteor observing. I 
remember Cathy’s Dad saying (as she was about to be hustled away for 
the night with a car-load of guys) that he didn’t worry when she went out 
all night because at least he knew where she was. What we put forth as 
youthful responsibility may have been as much a failure of imagination, 
but while the skies were dark and clear, our eyes and minds were in the 
heavens.
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I am tempted to reminisce some more, but lack courage and 
space -  Fred asked for only 200 words, and I’m afraid I have let him 
down. But I can’t close without recalling the good times we had at the 
QS as we were joined by new "regulars”, among them Chris Martin, Rob 
Dick, John Hache, Jon Buchanan, Paul Dawn, Rolf Meier and many 
more who will kick me for leaving their names out.

It would only be fair to give them the chance. Why don’t we have a 
meteor observers’ reunion during this year’s Perseids?

APRIL OBSERVERS’ GROUP MEETING Donna Howell

This evening’s Observers’ Group meeting was opened at 8:11pm by 
Chair-person Sandy Ferguson, who welcomed all in attendance, and 
introduced members and visitors to the Group and its activities.

Our first speaker of the evening was Damien Lemay, Variable Star 
Coordinator. He gave an extensive talk on Novae and 
Supernovae -  the "cataclysmic" variables. He explained how, to 
observers in ancient times, these objects would suddenly appear in a part 
of the sky that had previously been empty, and would be christened 
"nova" (new star). Damien shared with the Group his excitement at 
having independently discovered a nova during August/September 1975 
from his observing station in Rimouski (not to mention being entered as 
the first Canadian observer in the IAU listing). He then went on to 
discuss the characteristics of novae and supernovae, focussing on their 
respective light curves.

Next, Doug George gave a talk on Asteroids, those (mainly) 
carbonaceous chondrites occupying an orbit between Mars and Jupiter. 
Current thinking is that this belt, where 95% of all asteroids reside, was 
formed from collisions between relatively small objects during the 
formation of the solar system. Vesta, the largest asteroid, is visible 
through a telescope and with the naked eye. Doug told us how to find 
and observe asteroids using star charts and sketches, and how much 
information can be gleaned from careful observation. Finally, as a 
change of pace, Doug treated us to some astrophotography bloopers (I 
especially liked the moon-trail).

Sandy handed the floor at this point to Vice-Chairperson David 
Monoogian, who introduced the next speaker.

Rick Crook, our new Meteor Coordinator, gave a fine introduction to 
meteors and meteor showers. Now I know the difference between a
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meteor (the flash of light we see in the sky), a meteoroid (the particle 
that caused the flash), and a meteorite (a meteoroid that hits the ground). 
On average we can expect to see about four to six meteors a night; 
however, during meteor showers the incident rate increases dramatically 
by tenfold or more. Rick was interested in getting a group together to 
observe the April 21 Lyrid shower.

Our fourth speaker was Frank Roy, who talked about where and when it 
was best to observe galaxies. Because of the shape of our galaxy and our 
position in it, it is preferable to look towards the north or south galactic 
pole. Our cone of vision would this exclude much interstellar 
interference. Further, at 1 a.m. in March and April, galaxies become 
more prominent and appear for the longest time. Frank ended his 
discussion with some slides of galaxies taken with his Schmidt camera.

Next, Fred Lossing gave a brief update on folded refractors, as proposed 
by Max Stewart. Apparently, there were problems with the diagonal and 
the 4" f/15 mirror that needed attending. Fred then showed four striking 
slides of the Pleiades occultation.

The last scheduled speaker was Roseanne Mussar, Solar Coordinator, 
who gave us some tips on observing the sun. She discussed telescope 
filters, and also methods of observing naked-eye, and the precautions 
necessary. If anyone is interested in solar observing, sunspot activity is 
presently high.

Finally, Robin Molson quickly mentioned IRO keys. Regular 
Keyholders can obtain their new keys for $30, which entitles the holder 
to access the IRO site and telescopes. Regular Keyholders must 
demonstrate an ability to use the equipment before obtaining a key. New 
this year is a $15 key, which allows the holder access to the site only. 
Holders of this key are on an honour system.

Sandy Ferguson closed the meeting at 10:00 p.m.
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THE SKY THIS MONTH(s) Doug George

Mercury is at a favourable elongation during May, being visible low in 
the west at sunset. It is brightest before May 19; on May 11 it is 8 ° north 
of Aldeberan. Venus peaks at magnitude -4.5 on May 11, and is shining 
brilliantly in the evening sky, but gets lower quickly near the end of 
May. Both Mercury and Venus will not be visible in June. Mars moves 
from Capricornus into Aquarius during May, shining at magnitude +0.1. 
It rises about 4 hours before sunrise. It is rapidly moving towards its 
most favourable opposition since 1956, and its appearance improves 
rapidly in June. Jupiter is not visible until late June, but Saturn now rises 
before midnight. Saturn’s beautiful rings are visible in even the smallest 
telescopes. Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune all reach opposition in June and 
are well placed for viewing.

Solar activity has been quite high recently. Have a look at the 
sun -  there have been some remarkable sunspot groupings. Some 
excellent auroral displays have also been seen recently, so keep your eye 
on the sky!

Have you ever said, "That’ll happen once in a Blue Moon!?" Well, your 
time is up\ In May we have two full moons in a single month; the second 
is known as a Blue Moon. Since we also have a Friday the 13th coming 
up too, you might just want to stay in bed ’till June.
Event 

Full Moon
Moonless Evening Observing Begins 
E ta Aquarid M eteor Shower 
Last Quarter 
New Moon
Moonless Evening Observing Ends 
Occultation of AGK3-00° 2979 by Kythera 
First Quarter
Occultation of AGK3+16°1043 by Tolosa 
Full Moon -  "Blue Moon"

Moonless Evening Observing Begins 
Last Quarter
Occultation of SAO 98260 by Hippo 
New Moon
Moonless Evening Observing Ends 
Summer Solstice -  summer begins! 
First Quarter 
Full Moon

Date EDT

May 1 19:41
May 4
May 16 02:00
May 8 21:22
May 15 18:11
May 18
May 20 04:38
May 23 12:48
May 24 00:38
May 31 06:53

Jun 4
Jun 8 02:21
Jun 8 22:49
Jun 15 15:13
Jun 16
Jun 20 23:57
Jun 23 06:23
Jun 31 15:46
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